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Molecular dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a form of computer simulation 
wherein atoms and molecules are allowed to interact for a 
period of time under known laws of physics, giving a view of 

the motion of the atoms
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_dynamics
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Timescales for, e.g., RNA dynamics

Vol. 44, No. 12 ’ 2011 ’ 1292–1301 ’ ACCOUNTS OF CHEMICAL RESEARCH ’ 1293

NMR-Based Characterization of RNA Dynamics Rinnenthal et al.

experiments on RNAs in situ to further determine the influence
of intracellular factors on the structure and dynamics of RNAs.1

Depending on the time scale of the dynamic processes under
investigation, specific NMR spectroscopic techniques are ap-
plied to obtain spatially resolved information (Figure 1). In the
following sections, we describe the application of NMR spec-
troscopy in lightof the rate constantsof the respectivedynamic
transitions and provide a link to discuss the associated under-
lying biochemical functions of RNA.

Fast Dynamics: Bond Librations and Angular
Fluctuations on Time Scales of Picoseconds to
Nanoseconds
NMR spectroscopy is able to detect dynamics arising from
internal motions that are faster than the global rotational
correlation time τc (order, 1!40 ns; size-dependent) of the

RNA. Informationon fast dynamics is obtained fromanalysis
of spin!lattice (R1) and spin!spin (R2) relaxation rates and
the heteronuclear nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs) of 13C,
15N, and 31P nuclei. In the case of RNA, solvent exchange-
protected imino protons involved in base-pairing are acces-
sible to relaxation analysis.2 By characterizing the relaxation
of C6!H6 (pyrimidines), C8!H8 (purines), and C10!H10 sites,
non-base-paired nucleotides like those in noncanonical
regions of RNA can also be monitored. Among others, the
U1A-binding RNA domain in the free and protein-bound
form,3,4 various transactivation-response element (TAR)
RNA ligand complexes,5,6 Smaug recognition element
(SRE)-RNA in the free form and complexed with its protein
binding partner VTS1p-SAM,7 and cUUCGg tetraloop 14mer
RNA8,9 have been studied. Internal motions such as bond
vibrations and librations are interpreted using an approach

FIGURE 1. Time scales of different dynamic processes in RNA (above) and corresponding NMR methods for their investigation (middle). (Below)
Transitions of different RNA conformations occur on different dynamic time scales dependent on the energy barrier ΔG‡ that has to be overcome.
Some of these conformations are binding competent to a special ligand while others are not.

adapted from Rinnenthal, Buck, Ferner, Wacker, Fuertig, and Schwalbe Chem Res 44, 1292 (2011)
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Rare events

protein/RNA 
folding/rearrangement

phase transitionschemical reactions
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Rare events

likely unlikely likely

protein/RNA 
folding/rearrangement

phase transitionschemical reactions
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Agenda

Tackling rare events

Introduction to PLUMED

Sample applications & recent developments
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Tackling rare events
Brute force:
very long simulations
distributed computing
...
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Pulling

Steered MD

Grubmuller, Heymann, and Tavan, Science (1996)
Jarzynsky, PRL (1997)

Reaction coordinate
(AKA Collective Variable)

Pulling to accelerate rare events
CV can be any possible function of the microscopic coordinates
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Filling

Reaction coordinate
(AKA Collective Variable)

Fill wells in free-energy landscape, then reconstruct it!

Laio and Parrinello, PNAS (2002)
Barducci, Bussi, and Parrinello, PRL (2008)

Metadynamics
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Actual implementation

move atoms

evaluate collective variables

correct forces

compute forces

depending on physical 
problem/type of machine/...
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Actual implementation

compute forces

move atoms

evaluate collective variables

correct forces

depending on the physical problem: 
distances, angles, ...

several possible algorithms
e.g. steered MD, metadynamics, ...

depending on physical 
problem/type of machine/...
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PLUMED (born 2008)

compute forces

move atoms

evaluate collective variables

correct forces

PLUGIN MD code

Bonomi, Branduardi, Bussi, Camilloni, Provasi, Raiteri,
Donadio, Marinelli, Pietrucci, Broglia, and Parrinello, CPC (2008)
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compute forces

move atoms
compute forces

move atoms

compute forces

move atoms

compute forces

move atoms

PLUMED (born 2008)

evaluate collective variables

correct forces

PLUGIN MD codes

One open source pluging
for several MD codes!

Bonomi, Branduardi, Bussi, Camilloni, Provasi, Raiteri,
Donadio, Marinelli, Pietrucci, Broglia, and Parrinello, CPC (2009)

gromacs

lammps

namd

q-espresso
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History
PLUMED 1.x

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

2008

CECAM tutorial
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History
PLUMED 1.x PLUMED 2.x

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3 development
started

2.1

2.0

beta

2008

CECAM tutorial

CECAM tutorial+
user meeting

user meeting
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A quickly growing community

Number of “external” users grows rapidly

all: ISI citations to Bonomi et al CPC (2009)
others: without authors of first paper + Laio and Gervasio
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What can you do with PLUMED?

Analyze trajectories$

Analyze simulations on the fly*

Bias simulations on the fly*

# using plumed as a standalone tool
plumed driver --igro traj.gro --plumed plumed.dat

# e.g. using gromacs:
mdrun -plumed plumed.dat

# e.g. using gromacs:
mdrun -plumed plumed.dat

$from command line or from VMD - Giorgino, CPC (2014), http://github.com/tonigi/vmd_plumed
*used in combination with a supported MD engine, e.g.

 GROMACS, NAMD, LAMMPS, Q-ESPRESSO, AMBER + others
17Wednesday, November 19, 14
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PLUMED+MD

compute forces

move atoms

evaluate collective variables

correct forces

PLUMED MD code

initializationinitialization
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PLUMED+MD

compute forces

move atoms

evaluate collective variables

correct forces

PLUMED MD code

initializationinitialization

also derivatives w.r.t. atom positions

read from a separate file
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PLUMED+MD

compute forces

move atoms

evaluate collective variables

correct forces

PLUMED MD code

initializationinitialization

also derivatives w.r.t. atom positions

sometime using history-dependent schemes

read from a separate file
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plumed.dat file

# Compute distances, angles, torsions, ...
c1: COM ATOMS=1-10
c2: COM ATOMS=30-40
d1: DISTANCE ATOMS=c1,c2 COMPONENTS
f1: COMBINE ARG=d1.x,d1.y,d1.z POWERS=2,2,2
a1: ANGLE ATOMS=14,15,16
t1: TORSION ATOMS=20,c1,c2,23

# Perform a metadynamics simulation
b1: METAD ARG=f1,a1 PACE=20 HEIGHT=0.5 SIGMA=0.05,0.1

# Limit the exploration to a relevant region
b2: UPPER_WALL ARG=d1.z AT=1.0 KAPPA=0.1

# Print the result
PRINT ARG=a1,t1,b1.bias,b2.bias FILE=colvar STRIDE=100

Syntax has changed from 1.3 to 2.0 release - much more flexible now
22Wednesday, November 19, 14



Example: SN2 reaction

d12: DISTANCE ATOMS=1,2
d23: DISTANCE ATOMS=2,3
# moving restraint
MOVINGRESTRAINT ...
 ARG=d12
 STEP0=0    AT0=0.31  KAPPA0=200000.0
 STEP1=5000 AT1=0.18
 LABEL=steer
... MOVINGRESTRAINT
PRINT ...
FILE=COLVAR ARG=d12,d23,steer.d12_cntr,steer.d12_work STRIDE=1
... PRINT

G.A. Tribello et al. / Computer Physics Communications 185 (2014) 604–613 609

Fig. 4. A schematic representation of the interface between PLUMED and an MD
engine. The colors of the arrows indicate the particular PLUMED routine that theMD
code should call to perform the task. Green arrows indicate a call to plumed_create,
red arrows indicate a call to plumed_finalize and blue arrows indicatemultiple calls
to plumed_cmd. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

particular package. The PLUMED routines that make up this inter-
face serve only to communicate data between the MD code and
PLUMED. This makes it possible to compile PLUMED as a set of
static object files, as a dynamic library and even as a standalone
post-processing tool.

In spite of the changes in the way that it is compiled and linked
to theMDengine thepointswhere theMDengine calls PLUMEDare
the same as in the previous version. As shown in Fig. 4 PLUMED is
called at three separate points in the MD code. The first is during
initialization, the second occurs just after each force evaluation and
the third is at the end of the simulation. Three PLUMED routines
can be called fromwithin theMD engine. The first of these routines
initializes the code and creates the PLUMED object, while the last
destroys the PLUMED object and frees the memory. The remaining
routine is used in both the ‘‘setup plumed’’ and ‘‘calculate plumed
Action’’ phases. It is a generic function that takes a character string
and a void pointer as arguments. It is used to pass data between
the MD engine and PLUMED. This mode of passing allows us
to both retrieve data from the MD code and to modify the MD
engine’s variables as is required for many biasedMDmethods. The
simplicity of this interface makes it easy to reuse PLUMED in the
many different MD engines used by the community. Furthermore,
there is now some guarantee that the interface will continue to
work when PLUMED is substituted by a different, future version.
Most importantly, the guidelines for incorporating PLUMED into
any MD engine are now very straightforward. In fact we have a
step-by-step guide in the developer manual that explains how to
incorporate PLUMED into any MD engine.

PLUMED’s simplified interface makes it muchmore straightfor-
ward to add the option to pass more data between the MD engine
and PLUMED. For instance it would be relatively straightforward to
add functionality to pass the atomic velocities from theMD engine
to PLUMED. This opens the door to using PLUMED for many other
methodologies and to amassive extension in the range of function-
alities provided by PLUMED.

4. Examples

4.1. Steered MD on a system at the DFT level of theory

At heart PLUMED 2, like its predecessor, is a code for doing
enhanced sampling calculations. Hence, in this first example

m

Fig. 5. Work performed during a steered MD simulation using as CV the distance
(red dotted line) between a chlorine atom (atom 1) and the carbon atom of the
methyl group (atom 2).

we showcase these functionalities by demonstrating how we
can use the plug-in to examine the SN2 reaction between a
methyl–chloride molecule and a chlorine atom. The potential in
this system was calculated using the BLYP density functional as
implemented in the PW code from Quantum ESPRESSO 5.0 [8].
Obviously, the potential energy of the SN2 transition state is
very high so we are unlikely to see the reaction in an unbiased
MD simulation. To resolve this we used steered MD to force the
reaction to occur. This method works by applying a harmonic
potential, the equilibrium position of which moves at a constant
velocity. In our SN2 reaction example this potential is a function
of the distance between the carbon atom (atom 2) and one of the
two chlorine atoms (atom 1) and as the simulation progresses its
equilibrium position moves along this coordinate. As the system is
attached to this moving potential its motion obviously forces the
system to change the length of the carbon–chlorine bond, which
in turn makes the reaction occur. Clearly, the reaction only occurs
because the potential does some work on the system. It is easy to
calculate how much work the potential performs on the system
using:

W (s, t) = �
Z t

0
dt 0k

✓
s(t) � s0 � s1 � s0

t1 � t0
t
◆

, (4)

where s(t) is the value of the CV at time t, s0 is the equilibrium
position for the harmonic restraint at time t0 and s1 is the
equilibrium position of the harmonic restraint at time t1. Free
energies can be estimated from work values calculated using
Eq. (4) by using the Jarzynski equality [43] but this is beyond the
scope of this paper.

The input below instructs PLUMED to do a steered MD calcula-
tion using the MOVINGRESTRAINT Action.
d12: DISTANCE ATOMS=1,2
d23: DISTANCE ATOMS=2,3
# moving restraint
MOVINGRESTRAINT ...
ARG=d12
STEP0=0 AT0=0.31 KAPPA0=200000.0
STEP1=5000 AT1=0.18
LABEL=steer

... MOVINGRESTRAINT
PRINT ...
FILE=COLVAR ARG=d12,d23,steer.d12_cntr,steer.d12_work
STRIDE=1

... PRINT
ENDPLUMED

This input instructs PLUMED to calculate two distances but
only one (the distance between atoms 1 and 2: d12) is used in

SN2 reaction with density functional 
theory (QESPRESSO). Compute Cl-C 
distance and bias it with a moving 
restraint.

Tribello, Bonomi, Branduardi, Camilloni, and Bussi, CPC (2014)
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Example: path CV

# just declare the RMSD^2 for five structures
t1: RMSD REFERENCE=c_1.pdb TYPE=OPTIMAL SQUARED
### ...etc for t2, t3, t4, t5 ... ###
# calculate the sum of the exp of the five RMSDs
MATHEVAL ...
 LABEL=dwn
 ARG=t1,t2,t3,t4,t5 VAR=d1,d2,d3,d4,d5
 FUNC=(exp(-770*d1)+exp(-770*d2)+exp(-770*d3)+exp(-770*d4)+exp(-770*d5))
 PERIODIC=NO
... MATHEVAL
### etc ###
# do metadynamics
METAD HEIGHT=1.2 SIGMA=0.02 PACE=60 ARG=s,z ADAPTIVE=GEOM BIASFACTOR=5 TEMP=300

610 G.A. Tribello et al. / Computer Physics Communications 185 (2014) 604–613

the moving restraint. Initially, the equilibrium position for the
harmonic potential is at d12 equal to 0.31 nm, thus ensuring that
atoms 1 and 2 are not bonded. The center of the potential then
moves at constant velocity to a value for d12 of 0.18 nm during
the course of the 5 ps (5000 step) simulation. The potential is a
harmonic spring with a force constant of 2 ⇥ 105 kJ mol�1 nm�2

so the motion of the center causes the system to move towards
configurations in which the bond is formed. During the simulation
PLUMED generates a file called COLVAR. This file is produced
thanks to thePRINTAction,which should always be used to output
quantities calculated by the various Actions in the input file. The
form of the PRINT command in the input file above ensures that
the values of the distances d12 and d23 are output at every step
together with the equilibrium position for the moving harmonic
potential steer.d12_cntr and the work steer.d12_work,
which is calculated using Eq. (4). Fig. 5 shows a plot of the work
performed by the potential as it moves along the d12 coordinate
(from right to left). As one would expect for a SN2 reaction of this
kind a maximum for the work appears when the methyl group is
equidistant from the two chlorine atoms.

4.2. Using functions of collective variables

MATHEVAL is one of the most powerful Actions in PLUMED 2.
This Action can beused to construct linear andnon-linear functions
of CVs with the libmatheval library [44]. The example input below
shows how complex CVs can be calculated without making any
modifications to PLUMED by using this Action in tandem with the
simple CVs that are already present:

# just declare the RMSD^2 for five structures
t1: RMSD REFERENCE=c_1.pdb TYPE=OPTIMAL SQUARED
t2: RMSD REFERENCE=c_2.pdb TYPE=OPTIMAL SQUARED
t3: RMSD REFERENCE=c_3.pdb TYPE=OPTIMAL SQUARED
t4: RMSD REFERENCE=c_4.pdb TYPE=OPTIMAL SQUARED
t5: RMSD REFERENCE=c_5.pdb TYPE=OPTIMAL SQUARED
# calculate the sum of the exponential of the five
RMSDs
MATHEVAL ...
LABEL=dwn
ARG=t1,t2,t3,t4,t5
VAR=d1,d2,d3,d4,d5
FUNC=(exp(-770*d1)+exp(-770*d2)+exp(-770*d3)
+exp(-770*d4)+exp(-770*d5))
PERIODIC=NO

... MATHEVAL
# now calculate the indexed sum
MATHEVAL ...
LABEL=up
ARG=t1,t2,t3,t4,t5
VAR=d1,d2,d3,d4,d5
FUNC=(exp(-770*d1)+2*exp(-770*d2)
+3*exp(-770*d3)
+4*exp(-770*d4)+5*exp(-770*d5))
PERIODIC=NO

... MATHEVAL
# combine them into a progress function
MATHEVAL ...
LABEL=s ARG=up,dwn VAR=u,d PERIODIC=NO
FUNC=u/d

... MATHEVAL
# combine them into the distance from the path
MATHEVAL ...
LABEL=z ARG=dwn VAR=d PERIODIC=NO
FUNC=-(1./770.)*log(d)

... MATHEVAL

m

Fig. 6. The FES of alanine dipeptide as a function of the path CVs discussed in the
text. This FES was calculated using a metadynamics simulation with adaptive hills.

# some printout
PRINT ARG=s,z STRIDE=100 FILE=colvar FMT=%8.4f
# do metadynamics with well-tempered and adaptive
hills
METAD ...
HEIGHT=1.2 SIGMA=0.02 PACE=60
ARG=s,z ADAPTIVE=GEOM BIASFACTOR=5 TEMP=300

... METAD

This input file uses MATHEVAL multiple times in order to gen-
erate non-linear combinations of the mean square displacements
from a number of different reference points. The particular non-
linear combination we are creating are the path CVs of Branduardi
et al. [32]. These variablesmeasure the progress s along some curvi-
linear path in the high-dimensional space:

s =

5P
i=1

i exp(��Mi(X))

5P
i=1

exp(��Mi(X))

, (5)

and the distance z from the path:

z = �1
�
ln

5X

i=1

exp(��Mi(X)), (6)

where Mi(X) is the mean-square deviation, after optimal align-
ment, of a subset of the atoms from a reference structure denoted
by the index i. The parameter � is a smoothing parameter that can
be set by examining the average distance between adjacent frames.
In the example input above, these Mi values are calculated by the
Actions labeled t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5.

To be clear, path CVs are now quite widely used by the commu-
nity and PLUMED 2 contains a simpler command (PATHMSD) that
can be used to calculate these CVs. Consequently,much of the com-
plexity in the input file above can be avoided by the casual user.
However, we believe this example is still instructive as it demon-
strates how complicated CVs can be generated in the input file and
howPLUMED and thematheval library automatically look after the
derivatives of these functions. MATHEVAL allows one to try new CV
combinations without modifying the interior of the code.

The path defined in the above input is an optimized path for ala-
nine dipeptide in vacuum that connects the metastable states C7eq

Tribello, Bonomi, Branduardi, Camilloni, and Bussi, CPC (2014)
#Branduardi, Gervasio, and Parrinello, JCP (2007)

$Barducci, Bussi, and Parrinello, PRL (2008)
%Branduardi, Bussi, and Parrinello, JCTC (2012)

Alanine dipeptide
Path CVs# + WT-MetaD$ with adaptive Gaussians%

(path can be made with a single command
this is just to show input flexibility)
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Example: CV distribution

G.A. Tribello et al. / Computer Physics Communications 185 (2014) 604–613 611

and C7ax. We modeled this system using the CHARMM27 force-
field [45,46] as implemented in GROMACS 4.5.5 [7]. In order to
see transitions between the C7eq and C7ax states we performed
a 3 ns well-tempered metadynamics simulation [47] using the
geometry-adapted Gaussians scheme introduced by Branduardi
et al. [48]. The free-energy surface (FES) shown in Fig. 6 was ex-
tracted by post-processing this simulation using a Torrie–Valleau
correction [11,48] and can be easily calculated using the post-
processing tools in PLUMED 2.

4.3. Using a function of a distribution of CVs

When devising CVs for clusters or bulk materials it is important
to remember that the value of the CV should not change when the
labels on atoms of the same type are exchanged. If a process such
as nucleation is examined without considering this symmetry a
large number of pathways connecting the liquid to the crystalline
state will be found as the critical nuclei can be formed from any
combination of the atoms in the system. In fact the number of
pathways from the liquid to solid state is not analytically countable
a priori. To examine these sorts of problems we therefore need
global CVs that measure how a distribution of atomic/molecular
order parameters changes. A common strategy is to calculate the
values of some symmetry function (e.g. coordination numbers,
Steinhardt parameters [49]) for each atom and to use the average
of the distribution as a global CV [50]. It is known, however,
that this often forces reactions to take place via a highly-
concerted, unphysical mechanism. Furthermore, the mean will
not necessarily separate all the structurally distinct configurations
of a cluster or bulk solid. The average is not the only quantity
one can calculate from a distribution of symmetry functions
and there is strong evidence that calculating functions other
than the average allows you to examine interesting phenomena
[51–53]. Hence, within PLUMED 2 we provide tools to calculate
the average of a distribution of symmetry functions, the moments
of the distribution, the number of symmetry functions less than
a certain value and so on all within the MultiColvar class. To
demonstrate how this class can be used in practice we show here
an example calculation on awell studied, two-dimensional, seven-
atom Lennard-Jones cluster. This cluster is known to have four
minima that appear at distinct points on the two-dimensional
plane described by the second (µ2

2 = 1
N

PN
i=1hci � ci2) and

third (µ3
3 = 1

N

PN
i=1hci � ci3) moments of the distribution of

coordination numbers [54,29]. These quantities can be calculated
by PLUMED 2 using the following command:

COORDINATIONNUMBER ...
SPECIES=1-7
SWITCH={RATIONAL R_0=1.5 NN=8 MM=16}
MOMENTS=2-3
LABEL=c1

... COORDINATIONNUMBER

Coordination numbers for each of the seven atoms are calcu-
lated using:

ci(X) =
X

j6=i

1 �
⇣

dij(X)

1.5

⌘8

1 �
⇣

dij(X)

1.5

⌘16 , (7)

where dij(X) is the distance between the i-th atom and the j-th
atom. Then, once the coordination numbers have been calculated,
the moments (and their derivatives) are calculated using the
equations in the paragraph above and are stored so that they can be
referenced in other Actions as c1.moment_2 and c1.moment_3.

Fig. 7. The FES for a seven-atom Lennard-Jones cluster as a function of the second
and third moments of the distribution of coordination numbers. These CVsmap the
four known minima for this structure to different parts of the 2D plane. This FES
was obtained by reweighting the result of a higher temperature MD simulation.

To calculate the FES of a seven-atom Lennard-Jones cluster as a
function of the moments we ran an MD simulation at 0.2 kBT

✏
. The

final result of the calculation is shown in Fig. 7. The PLUMED2 input
for this calculation was as follows:
#
# instructs plumed to use LJ units for length and energy
#
UNITS NATURAL
#
# boundaries to prevent the system from subliming
#
COM ATOMS=1-7 LABEL=com
DISTANCE ATOMS=1,com LABEL=d1
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d1 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=2,com LABEL=d2
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d2 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=3,com LABEL=d3
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d3 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=4,com LABEL=d4
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d4 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=5,com LABEL=d5
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d5 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=6,com LABEL=d6
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d6 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=7,com LABEL=d7
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d7 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
#
# calculates moments of the coordination number distribution
#
COORDINATIONNUMBER ...
SPECIES=1-7
MOMENTS=2-3
SWITCH={RATIONAL R_0=1.5 NN=8 MM=16}
LABEL=c1

... COORDINATIONNUMBER
#
# calculate histograms from the moments
#
HISTOGRAM ...
ARG=c1.moment_2,c1.moment_3 STRIDE=10
REWEIGHT_TEMP=0.1 TEMP=0.2
GRID_MIN=0.2,-0.5 GRID_MAX=1.2,1.7 GRID_BIN=200,440
BANDWIDTH=0.01,0.01 KERNEL=triangular
GRID_WSTRIDE=10000000 GRID_WFILE=histo

... HISTOGRAM

For this calculation we worked in Lennard-Jones units so
lengths are in units of � , energies are in units of ✏ and times are

in units of t⇤ =
q

m� 2

✏
. We introduced a set of restraints on the

distances between the positions of the atoms in the cluster and
the center of mass in order to prevent the cluster from subliming.

G.A. Tribello et al. / Computer Physics Communications 185 (2014) 604–613 611

and C7ax. We modeled this system using the CHARMM27 force-
field [45,46] as implemented in GROMACS 4.5.5 [7]. In order to
see transitions between the C7eq and C7ax states we performed
a 3 ns well-tempered metadynamics simulation [47] using the
geometry-adapted Gaussians scheme introduced by Branduardi
et al. [48]. The free-energy surface (FES) shown in Fig. 6 was ex-
tracted by post-processing this simulation using a Torrie–Valleau
correction [11,48] and can be easily calculated using the post-
processing tools in PLUMED 2.

4.3. Using a function of a distribution of CVs

When devising CVs for clusters or bulk materials it is important
to remember that the value of the CV should not change when the
labels on atoms of the same type are exchanged. If a process such
as nucleation is examined without considering this symmetry a
large number of pathways connecting the liquid to the crystalline
state will be found as the critical nuclei can be formed from any
combination of the atoms in the system. In fact the number of
pathways from the liquid to solid state is not analytically countable
a priori. To examine these sorts of problems we therefore need
global CVs that measure how a distribution of atomic/molecular
order parameters changes. A common strategy is to calculate the
values of some symmetry function (e.g. coordination numbers,
Steinhardt parameters [49]) for each atom and to use the average
of the distribution as a global CV [50]. It is known, however,
that this often forces reactions to take place via a highly-
concerted, unphysical mechanism. Furthermore, the mean will
not necessarily separate all the structurally distinct configurations
of a cluster or bulk solid. The average is not the only quantity
one can calculate from a distribution of symmetry functions
and there is strong evidence that calculating functions other
than the average allows you to examine interesting phenomena
[51–53]. Hence, within PLUMED 2 we provide tools to calculate
the average of a distribution of symmetry functions, the moments
of the distribution, the number of symmetry functions less than
a certain value and so on all within the MultiColvar class. To
demonstrate how this class can be used in practice we show here
an example calculation on awell studied, two-dimensional, seven-
atom Lennard-Jones cluster. This cluster is known to have four
minima that appear at distinct points on the two-dimensional
plane described by the second (µ2

2 = 1
N

PN
i=1hci � ci2) and

third (µ3
3 = 1

N

PN
i=1hci � ci3) moments of the distribution of

coordination numbers [54,29]. These quantities can be calculated
by PLUMED 2 using the following command:

COORDINATIONNUMBER ...
SPECIES=1-7
SWITCH={RATIONAL R_0=1.5 NN=8 MM=16}
MOMENTS=2-3
LABEL=c1

... COORDINATIONNUMBER

Coordination numbers for each of the seven atoms are calcu-
lated using:

ci(X) =
X

j6=i

1 �
⇣

dij(X)

1.5

⌘8

1 �
⇣

dij(X)

1.5

⌘16 , (7)

where dij(X) is the distance between the i-th atom and the j-th
atom. Then, once the coordination numbers have been calculated,
the moments (and their derivatives) are calculated using the
equations in the paragraph above and are stored so that they can be
referenced in other Actions as c1.moment_2 and c1.moment_3.

Fig. 7. The FES for a seven-atom Lennard-Jones cluster as a function of the second
and third moments of the distribution of coordination numbers. These CVsmap the
four known minima for this structure to different parts of the 2D plane. This FES
was obtained by reweighting the result of a higher temperature MD simulation.

To calculate the FES of a seven-atom Lennard-Jones cluster as a
function of the moments we ran an MD simulation at 0.2 kBT

✏
. The

final result of the calculation is shown in Fig. 7. The PLUMED2 input
for this calculation was as follows:
#
# instructs plumed to use LJ units for length and energy
#
UNITS NATURAL
#
# boundaries to prevent the system from subliming
#
COM ATOMS=1-7 LABEL=com
DISTANCE ATOMS=1,com LABEL=d1
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d1 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=2,com LABEL=d2
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d2 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=3,com LABEL=d3
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d3 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=4,com LABEL=d4
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d4 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=5,com LABEL=d5
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d5 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=6,com LABEL=d6
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d6 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
DISTANCE ATOMS=7,com LABEL=d7
UPPER_WALLS ARG=d7 AT=2.0 KAPPA=100.
#
# calculates moments of the coordination number distribution
#
COORDINATIONNUMBER ...
SPECIES=1-7
MOMENTS=2-3
SWITCH={RATIONAL R_0=1.5 NN=8 MM=16}
LABEL=c1

... COORDINATIONNUMBER
#
# calculate histograms from the moments
#
HISTOGRAM ...
ARG=c1.moment_2,c1.moment_3 STRIDE=10
REWEIGHT_TEMP=0.1 TEMP=0.2
GRID_MIN=0.2,-0.5 GRID_MAX=1.2,1.7 GRID_BIN=200,440
BANDWIDTH=0.01,0.01 KERNEL=triangular
GRID_WSTRIDE=10000000 GRID_WFILE=histo

... HISTOGRAM

For this calculation we worked in Lennard-Jones units so
lengths are in units of � , energies are in units of ✏ and times are

in units of t⇤ =
q

m� 2

✏
. We introduced a set of restraints on the

distances between the positions of the atoms in the cluster and
the center of mass in order to prevent the cluster from subliming.

Lennard-Jones cluster at high T reweighted 
at low T. Free energy as a function of 
moments of coordination number 
distribution*

COORDINATIONNUMBER ...
 SPECIES=1-7
 MOMENTS=2-3
 SWITCH={RATIONAL R_0=1.5 NN=8 MM=16}
 LABEL=c1
... COORDINATIONNUMBER
#
# calculate histograms from the moments
#
HISTOGRAM ...
 ARG=c1.moment_2,c1.moment_3 STRIDE=10
 REWEIGHT_TEMP=0.1 TEMP=0.2
 GRID_MIN=0.2,-0.5 GRID_MAX=1.2,1.7 GRID_BIN=200,440
 BANDWIDTH=0.01,0.01 KERNEL=triangular
 GRID_WSTRIDE=10000000 GRID_WFILE=histo
... HISTOGRAM

Tribello, Ceriotti, and Parrinello, PNAS (2010)
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On the web

Website: http://www.plumed-code.org/

Github: http://github.com/plumed/plumed2

User & developer mailing lists

User & developer manuals + tutorials
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TAR-Tat binding

Crucial step for
HIV replication

Oligopeptides mimicking TAT
developed in G. Varani’s lab* (UoW)

Mechanism of binding?

*Davidson et al, PNAS (2009)
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Pretend binding mode is unknown

• GROMACS 4 MD code* (+PLUMED#)
• parmbsc0 force field%

• Explicit water (TIP3P$, ~12k molecules)
• Explicit counter-ions (NaCl 150mM)

*Hess, Kutzner,  Van Der Spoel and Lindahl JCTC (2008)
#www.plumed-code.org

%Perez et al, BJ (2007)
$Jorgensen et al, JCP (1983)

Pulling on TAR-peptide distance:
problem is too complex, difficult 
to reach the proper binding site...

29Wednesday, November 19, 14
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Pretend binding mode is unknown

• GROMACS 4 MD code* (+PLUMED#)
• parmbsc0 force field%

• Explicit water (TIP3P$, ~12k molecules)
• Explicit counter-ions (NaCl 150mM)

*Hess, Kutzner,  Van Der Spoel and Lindahl JCTC (2008)
#www.plumed-code.org

%Perez et al, BJ (2007)
$Jorgensen et al, JCP (1983)

Pulling on TAR-peptide distance:
problem is too complex, difficult 
to reach the proper binding site...

Binding is driven by electrostatics:
why not pulling the “electrostatic 
energy”?
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Pulling the estimated interaction energy
pulling out

(from NMR structure)
pulling in

(from unbound structure)

s = GDH =
1

kBT ✏w

X

j2B

X

i2A

qiqj
e�|rij |

|rij |

V (t, s) =
1

2
k

✓
s0 + (s1 � s0)

t

T
�GDH

◆
2

Made on 
FERMI@CINECA
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Comparison with NMR structure

NMR*

(1) (2)

correct pocket
inverse orientation

correct pocket
correct orientation

*Davidson et al, PNAS (2009)
Do, Carloni, Varani and Bussi, JCTC (2013)
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Biased sampling is expected to provide a huge speedup
provided good CVs are used.

However good CVs are sometime expensive:
•Steinhardt order parameters1

•Path/Property maps2

•Secondary structure CVs3

•SPRINT4

•Sketch maps5

•DH-Energy6

When performance is an issue

ttot=tMD+tPL

MD PL

1Steinhardt, Nelson, and Ronchetti, PRB (1983); Trudu, Donadio, and Parrinello, PRL (2006);
2Branduardi, Gervasio, and Parrinello, JCP (2007); Spiwok and Králová, JCP(2011);

3Pietrucci and Laio, JCTC (2009); 4Pietrucci and Andreoni, PRL (2011); 
5Tribello, Ceriotti, and Parrinello, PNAS (2012); 6Do, Carloni, Varani, and Bussi, JCTC (2013)
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Multiple time stepping

Compute PLUMED forces every n steps

ttot=tMD+tPL/n

#Tuckerman, Berne, and Martyna, JCP (1992); Sexton and Weingarten, Nucl. Phys. B (1992)

Forces from PLUMED scaled up by a factor n#

Reversible trajectories

MD PLMDMD

eA+B ⇡ e
A
2 eBe

A
2
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RNA/protein complex

the free-energy profile of the NS3 helicase complexed with a single stranded RNA, performing

a short well-tempered metadynamics. We use here as a collective variable the Debye-Huckel

approximation to the electrostatic component of protein/RNA interaction defined as in Ref.23

GDH =
1

kBT εw

∑

i∈prot

∑

j∈RNA

qiqj
e−κ|rij|

|rij|
(7)

where εw = 80 is water dielectric constant, qi is the charge of atom i, rij is the vector

connecting atoms i and j and 1/κ is the screening length. Here atom indexes i and j

run over the protein and RNA respectively. Although we do not characterize protein/RNA

binding in this application, this is a prototype setup for the study of complexes of charged

molecules (e.g. nucleic acids, charged ligands, etc). All the simulation parameters were

the same as for alanine dipeptide, but simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble

using a Parrinello-Rahman barostat with an isotropic pressure coupling of 1 bar51 and the

AMBER99sb-ILDN*-parmbsc0-χOL corrections force field.52–55 The system was prepared

starting from the crystal structure of the complex between the protein and an ssRNA of 6

nucleotides by Appleby et al.56 (PDB: 3O8C). The simulation box contains 100012 atoms,

and includes 31058 water molecules and NaCl 0.1 M (70 Na+ and 62 Cl- ions).

The biased CV (GDH) was computed using a nominal ionic strength of 0.1M. Protein

and RNA here contain respectively ≈ 6500 and ≈ 180 atoms, so that the cost of evaluating

the CV is relevant. Bias was deposited with a Gaussian width of 0.25 kJ/mol, a bias factor

of 2, an initial Gaussian height of 0.1 kJ/mol and a deposition pace of 0.12 ps. The low value

of the bias factor was chosen to avoid the complex to dissociate resulting in a difficult-to-

converge landscape. We performed well-tempered metadynamics simulations of 3 ns length

testing different values for the multiple time step order (n =1,2,3,6). We notice that it is

very difficult to obtain a converged free-energy landscape with these very short simulations.

However, as it can be seen in Fig. 6, the free-energy landscape obtained after 3 ns is very

consistent across simulations performed with values of n=1 and 2. On the contrary, with
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n = 3 we obtain a clear systematic error in the computed landscape. Remarkably, the

calculation with n = 6 leads again to a relatively small error. The particularly bad case of

n = 3 could be related to resonance effects between the biased CV and the internal degrees

of freedom of the system.

Also in this case one can compute the bias effective energy drift for different choices of n.

It is worth noting that two extra contributions have to be included here in order to compute

the effective energy properly, one to take into account the out of equilibrium nature of

metadynamics (see Appendix A) and another one to take into account the change in the cell

volume due to the barostat at every time step (see Appendix B). As it can be appreciated in

Fig. 7, the drift is clearly increasing with n. Moreover, it is clear that simulation with n = 3

and n = 6 exhibit a clear systematic drift. This suggest that effective energy conservation is

a sufficient criterion to assess the integration with our MTS scheme.

This application can be considered as an example of a realistic system. Performance

that can be obtained with this setup are shown in Figure 8. As it can be seen for a highly

expensive CV the performance gain can be large. Notably, the contribution to the total

calculation time of the calculation of the CVs scales inversely with the MTS order n. Even

for n = 2 the gain is significant.
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Figure 6: Free-energy profile as a function of the GDH collective variable (see Eq. 7) as ob-
tained from a well-tempered metadynamics performed on the protein/RNA complex. Results
from different values of the MTS order n are shown.
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DHENERGY as introduced in Do, Carloni, Varani, and Bussi JCTC (2013)
Ferrarotti, Bottaro, Perez-Villa, and Bussi, submitted

MetaD on RNA/protein interaction
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Overall speedup
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Figure 7: Bias effective energy as a function of time as obtained from a well-tempered
metadynamics simulation biasing the GDH collective variable performed on the protein/RNA
complex. Results for different values of the MTS order n are shown as indicated. Energies
are in kJ/mol.
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Figure 8: Performance measured on the metadynamics calculation on a protein/RNA com-
plex for different multiple time step orders n (squares), estimated on a GPU-based Linux
workstation (CPU: 12 cores Intel E5-2620; GPU: 1 GeForce GTX TITAN). A linear fit is also
shown (dashed line). Both force-field calculation and CV calculation were parallelized on
12 threads using OpenMP. Performance without metadynamics is indicated as a horizontal
dotted line .

16

GROMACS-only speed

n=1

n=2
n=3

n=6

PLUMED overhead can be decreased by a factor n
Even n=2 can be interesting!

Ferrarotti, Bottaro, Perez-Villa, and Bussi, submitted
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Tackling rare events
Brute force:
very long simulations
distributed computing
...

Based on annealing:
simulated annealing
parallel tempering
simulated tempering
...

Based on a priori physical insight:
umbrella sampling
steered MD
metadynamics
adiabatic free-energy, temperature accelerated MD
...
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Replica exchange

Ladder of replicas:
•“reference” replica
•“ergodic” replica
•as many as needed in the middle (depends on “how different”)

In parallel tempering, “ergodic” means “high T”
37Wednesday, November 19, 14



MetaD used to "increase T"

ΔT=600K ΔT=1800K ΔT=4200K

time is spent on the desired region exp(-F/(T+ΔT))
ΔT tunes the explored region

(initial rate ω= ΔT/τ=2.4 kcal/mol/ps)

Φ Φ Φ

Ψ Ψ Ψ

with a harmonic potential in order to hinder irrelevant rota-
tions and translations.32

In the s and z variables the evolution of the dialanine
conformation is described by the Cartesian coordinate of the
heavy atoms. The initial R!t" was obtained by linear interpo-
lation between configurations C7eq and Cax. We started with a
low number of nodes P=5, and we later refined the calcula-
tion by increasing P, but good results were already obtained
with such a low P. This rather unlikely path was chosen in
order to prove the robustness of the method. In real applica-
tions a smarter choice would be more appropriate.46 The
value of ! was chosen to be 28.2 Å−2 which ensured a good
behavior of s!R" and z!R" and roughly corresponds to divid-
ing the initial path length into P equal segments.

Metadynamics22 in its direct formulation37 has been cho-
sen to sample F!s ,z" surface. In this method one defines a
fictitious dynamics in the space of the CV that is driven by
the thermodynamic forces dF!s ,z" /ds and dF!s ,z" /dz !Ref.
47" and by a history dependent potential constructed by de-
positing repulsive Gaussians21 in the !s ,z" points previously
visited. It has been shown practically and theoretically that
the sum of Gaussians provides an unbiased estimate of the
underlying free energy.48 The rate of Gaussian deposition can
be very high !1/60 fs−1" given the fast equilibration of the
degrees of freedom not included in R!t". The widths for
Gaussians have been chosen to be 0.02 and 0.05 Å2 for z and
s, respectively. The total simulation time for each metady-
namics run was 3 ns.

Since the initial putative reaction coordinate is so un-
likely, the low energy regions are to be found at high z and
therefore these regions are the first to be filled by metady-
namics. On F!s ,z" different valleys connecting C7eq with Cax
can be seen !see Fig. 4, A panel". Three low free energy paths
can be identified: the yellow, the white, and the cyan. These
are three well known pathways along which the conforma-
tional change from C7eq to Cax can take place.35,40,49 For
illustration purposes we have also calculated the free energy
as a function of " and # which is the conventional way of
representing the free energy landscape of this system. On this
two dimensional surface we mapped the !3$11−6" dimen-

sional path !see Fig. 4, B panel". The mapping is obtained as
follows. Every point within a window of 0.04 in s and
0.08 Å2 in z along the three paths represented in Fig. 4!a"
results from an ensemble of microscopic configurations for
which the average value of " and # and the corresponding
root mean square deviations are calculated. The set of these
average values leads to paths on the Ramachandran plot
shown in the B panel of Fig. 4, while the blue stripes sur-
rounding the paths are graphical representations of uncertain-
ties in " and #. We stress once again that we use the Ram-
achandran plot as a way of representing in two dimensions
what is really a multidimensional path.

FIG. 3. !Color" Ball and stick representation of alanine dipeptide and defi-
nition of the " and # dihedrals in the Ramachandran plot.

FIG. 4. !Color" Correspondence between minimum free energy paths be-
tween the s and z CVs !A panel" and " and # dihedrals in Ramachandran
plot representation !B panel". The isoline separation is 1.0 kcal/mol. Black
dots represent points in the R!t" set on both !s ,z" and Ramachandran plots.
The minimum free energy paths found for the FES in !s ,z" space !yellow,
cyan, and red dots for different paths" have been plotted on the Ramachan-
dran plot with relative uncertainty !blue cloud".

054103-5 From A to B in free energy space J. Chem. Phys. 126, 054103 !2007"

Downloaded 11 Dec 2007 to 129.132.239.8. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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(Hamiltonian) replica exchange

•Replicas with different value of (T+ΔT)=ɣT 
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GACC tetranucleotide

Multidimensional Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics Yields a
Converged Ensemble of an RNA Tetranucleotide
Christina Bergonzo,† Niel M. Henriksen,† Daniel R. Roe,† Jason M. Swails,‡ Adrian E. Roitberg,‡

and Thomas E. Cheatham, III*,†

†Department of Medicinal Chemistry, College of Pharmacy, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112, United States
‡Department of Chemistry, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611, United States

*S Supporting Information

ABSTRACT: A necessary step to properly assess and validate the performance of force fields for biomolecules is to exhaustively
sample the accessible conformational space, which is challenging for large RNA structures. Given questions regarding the
reliability of modeling RNA structure and dynamics with current methods, we have begun to use RNA tetranucleotides to
evaluate force fields. These systems, though small, display considerable conformational variability and complete sampling with
standard simulation methods remains challenging. Here we compare and discuss the performance of known variations of replica
exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) methods, specifically temperature REMD (T-REMD), Hamiltonian REMD (H-REMD),
and multidimensional REMD (M-REMD) methods, which have been implemented in Amber’s accelerated GPU code. Using two
independent simulations, we show that M-REMD not only makes very efficient use of emerging large-scale GPU clusters, like
Blue Waters at the University of Illinois, but also is critically important in generating the converged ensemble more efficiently
than either T-REMD or H-REMD. With 57.6 μs aggregate sampling of a conformational ensemble with M-REMD methods, the
populations can be compared to NMR data to evaluate force field reliability and further understand how putative changes to the
force field may alter populations to be in more consistent agreement with experiment.

■ INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the role RNA plays in biological processes is ever
increasing, and critical to RNA function are its structure,
folding, dynamics, and interactions with other molecules.1

Biomolecular simulation methods, including molecular dynam-
ics (MD), are promising tools that augment experimental
approaches by providing a detailed depiction of RNA structure
and interactions on time scales ranging from pico- to
microseconds. Crucial to the usefulness of MD methods are
the reliability of the force fields. Due to the lag in the
development of nucleic acid force fields compared to protein
force fields, many question the accuracy and validity of the
current RNA force fields.1−3 This lag can be attributed to the
high charge state of nucleic acids, the subtle balance between
interactions within the RNA and with the solvent environment,
the high conformational variability in the RNA backbone, and
the lack of adequately converged sampling data.4−6 Current
“state of the art” conventional MD simulations cannot be

trusted to parametrize force fields because convergence errors
could be as large as or equal to those in the force field, leading
to corrections for misdiagnosed problems that could instead
simply be the result of incomplete sampling. Assessing force
fields by standard MD simulation of RNA motifs like tetraloops
has proven challenging because efficient sampling is limited by
their large size.7−9 Therefore, smaller tetranucleotides are being
used as test systems for force field development and
assessment. Though generating the full conformational
ensemble is more tractable than it is for tetraloops,10

tetranucleotides display significant conformational variabil-
ity.11−13 The complexity of elucidating the full conformational
ensemble of tetranucleotide models is demonstrated by the lack
of convergence of conventional MD simulations, even after
microseconds of simulation time.10,12
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Figure 4. The correlation was also calculated with the most
populated cluster left out (Supporting Information Figure S8).
The difference between the two sets is more apparent in the H-
REMD simulations, again indicating that the independent
simulations remain unconverged.
Principal components, which describe the overall dynamics

of the system, are less easily converged than other metrics,
particularly those components corresponding to the lowest
frequency motions. To ascertain whether the dynamics of two
independent runs appear to be converged, we looked at the
overlap of histograms of principal component projections

calculated from Cartesian coordinates obtained from each
simulation (see Computational Methods: Principal Component
Analysis for more details). If the replicas have sufficiently
diffused through temperature and Hamiltonian dimensions, the
different initial structure sets should sample the same
conformational space resulting in a close principal component
overlap. A script that can be used to perform this calculation
with CPPTRAJ can be found in the Supporting Information.
Figure 5 shows the overlap in the first five principal
components for the H-REMD and M-REMD simulations.
The independent H-REMD simulations diverge, particularly in
the first low frequency mode (black solid line vs black dashed
line), which is representative of the majority of fluctuations in
the system. Conversely, the M-REMD principal component
histograms show excellent overlap, indicating similarity
between the overall dynamics of each independent M-REMD
run.
To quantitatively examine rates of convergence, we

performed Kullback−Leibler divergence analysis (KL diver-
gence) over time on histograms of principal component (PC)
projections for the unbiased 300 K trajectories from H-REMD
and M-REMD, as well as for the histograms of mass weighted
RMSD to an A-form reference structure.33 The results are a
measure of the difference between probability distributions
sampled from each simulation as a function of simulation
length, yielding a time-dependent measure of ensemble
differences. Low divergence values indicate the ensemble at
time X is not significantly different from the final ensemble,
whereas high divergence values indicate the ensemble at time X
is very different from the final, or most converged ensemble.
Figure 6 shows the KL divergence of the first three principal
components for the H-REMD and M-REMD simulations. M-

Figure 3. Representative structures from DBscan cluster analysis at 300 K. The top six most populated clusters in most REMD simulations are
shown above. For the r(GACC) sequence the coloring is G1 (red), A2 (green), C3 (cyan), and C4 (magenta). Cluster populations for M-REMD are
shown in black, H-REMD in red, and T-REMD in blue. M-REMD and H-REMD cluster populations represent the average of two independent
simulations. Cluster names were assigned on the basis of analysis of the 277 K T-REMD trajectory.

Figure 4. Correlation of cluster populations between independent H-
REMD runs and independent M-REMD runs. Linear fit and
correlation coefficients for H-REMD and M-REMD are shown,
where red fits all clusters. The shaded area represents a 95%
confidence interval where the slope and y-intercept bounds are
denoted by α and β, respectively.
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Convergence of population distributions is more readily
achieved by using enhanced sampling or an ensemble method
such as REMD, which has been widely applied to study protein
dynamics, and, to a lesser extent, nucleic acid dynamics.9,14−19

This is beginning to change, as recent studies by Chen and
Garcia18 and Kührova ́ et al.20 have used REMD in combination
with their respective force field modifications to fold hairpins
and tetraloops to their native structure. Traditional REMD
involves multiple independent simulations run at different
temperatures (T-REMD) which periodically attempt an
exchange in temperature space.21,22 Replicas at low temperature
have an opportunity to exchange to a higher temperature where
energy barriers may be more easily crossed; in this manner the
effective sampling space of each replica is enhanced. However,
this method has its drawbacks: T-REMD may not substantially
enhance sampling if the system is too large and the number of
replicas needed to bridge a temperature range is prohibitive, or
if increased temperature does not facilitate the conformational
transition of interest. An alternative is Hamiltonian replica
exchange (H-REMD)23 where part of the Hamiltonian is scaled
or altered, for example, with a weighted biasing potential with
the opposite sign of the dihedral term (targeting protein
backbone dihedrals)24 or with various sets of umbrella
sampling-like restraints for different elements of the ensem-
ble.25 A benefit is that one replica may be simulated with the
original Hamiltonian which, given sufficient sampling and
exchange, provides the complete unbiased ensemble.
Not only is convergence crucial for force field development,

but it is also even more important for accuracy and comparison
with experiment. Generating a formal definition of convergence
greatly depends on which system properties one wishes to
converge in a simulation. Many authors have determined
metrics of convergence for replica exchange simulations, and
most, if not all, replica exchange studies discuss the extent to
which their simulations are converged. Abraham and Gready
proposed that within replica exchange simulations there is
interplay between thermodynamic efficiency of sampling the
ensemble properties, and mixing efficiency of replicas traversing
the temperature or Hamiltonian range of interest.26 Several
studies analyze peptide melting curves, RMSD to known
experimental structures, radius of gyration, and principal
component projections as ensemble properties, ideally between
independent sets of REMD simulations which start from
different conformations.27−30 Quantitative measures of con-
vergence in biomolecular simulation include autocorrelation
functions of potential energy,31 a “decorrelation time” defined
by Lyman and Zuckerman,32 and Kullback−Leibler divergence
analysis.33 Previously, we illustrated the importance of
generating a converged ensemble with the r(GACC)
tetranucleotide; however, in 2 μs of T-REMD per replica
with 24 replicas spanning 277−396 K, the ensemble was not
yet completely converged.10 Even with longer simulation, now
at 3.8 μs of T-REMD per replica or an aggregate sampling of
over 90 μs, a well-converged ensemble is elusive (Supporting
Information Figures S1 and S2). Differences in the populations
of conformations in the ensemble are significant and warrant
further exploration of sampling methods, including H-REMD
and its extension to multidimensional replica exchange (M-
REMD) to see if complete sampling can be obtained more
quickly.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Amber Implementation. In T-REMD and H-REMD,

exchanges occur in only one dimension; i.e., only one part of
the Hamiltonian is being altered between replicas. However,
two or more exchange dimensions can be coupled; this
approach is referred to as multidimensional REMD (M-
REMD). This leads to enhanced conformational sampling.
Not only are there more replicas in the simulation
simultaneously sampling conformational space, but also differ-
ent conformational properties of the system can be enhanced.
M-REMD has been implemented in the MD engines SANDER
and PMEMD in a development version of Amber (to be
released with Amber 14) and will be briefly described here. The
current implementation allows for the use of any number of
Hamiltonian dimensions (i.e., changes in the system topology
that do not involve changing the number of atoms, as well as
changes to input parameters) and/or temperature dimensions.
In addition, the code has been designed to be extensible to
facilitate the addition of other dimension types. A schematic of
the M-REMD simulation setup used in this work is shown in
Figure 1.

M-REMD in SANDER/PMEMD makes use of the existing
T-REMD and H-REMD exchange subroutines. Exchanges are
attempted in each dimension in turn, so that the first exchange
is attempted in the first dimension, the second exchange is
attempted in the second dimension, and so on. This is
illustrated in the following pseudocode:

Here “%” denotes the modulo operation, n_exchange is the
number of the exchange being attempted, remd_dimension is
the total number of replica dimensions, and remd_types[ ] is an
array of size n_dimension containing an index corresponding to
the type of exchange to be performed in that dimension.
As with T-REMD or H-REMD, individual replicas are

defined in a file called the “group file”, with each line defining
the input file, input coordinates, topology file, etc. for each
replica. In M-REMD there is an additional file called the

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the M-REMD simulation. Each plane
represents a different Hamiltonian, and each arrow represents a
different temperature. The unbiased Hamiltonian, shown in yellow,
can be recovered at the Temperature of interest. Exchange in
temperature dimension between 285.7 and 290.2 K is followed by an
exchange in Hamiltonian space between H0 and H1. This figure
represents four out of 24 temperatures and three out of eight
Hamiltonian dimensions used in this work.
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Bergonzo, Henriksen, Roe, Swails, Roitberg, and Cheatham, JCTC (2014)

24 (T-REMD) x 8 (H-REMD) replicas
≈60μs total

In comparison with poly-peptides,
roughly 3x complexity per residue
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crystal structure (PDB: 3G6E), residue 2623
to 2626. Simulations were performed us-
ing the Amber99-bsc0�OL3 force field.43,53,54

The system was solvated in a box containing
2502 TIP3P45 water molecules and the sys-
tem charge was neutralized by adding 3 Na+
counterions, consistently with previous simula-
tions.26,55 A RECT simulation was performed
using 16 replicas simulated for 300 ns each.
The � ladder was chosen in the range from 1
to 4 following again a geometric distribution.
The initial structures for the H-REMD were
taken from a 500 ps MD at 600 K, to avoid
correlations of the bias during the initial depo-
sition stage of the WT-MetaD. Other details
of the simulation protocol were chosen as for
the previous system. As depicted in Fig. 1, for
each residue the dihedrals of the nucleic acid
backbone (↵, �, ✏, �, & ), together with the
pseudo-dihedrals angles of the ribose ring (✓1
and ✓2) and the glycosidic torsion angle (�)
were chosen as CVs. To help the free rota-
tion of the nucleotide heterocyclic base around
the glycosidic bond, the minimum distance be-
tween the center of mass of each base with
the other three bases was also biased. For the
WT-MetaD we used the same parameters as in
the previous system. Gaussian width for the
minimum distance between bases was chosen
equal to 0.05 nm.

Also for this system a Hdih-REMD and a plain
MD simulation were performed in addition to
the RECT. In the case of Hdih-REMD we used
24 replicas with scaling factors � ranging from
1 to 0.25, so as to cover the same range of the
� values chosen for the RECT. The simulation
length was 200 ns per replica. Exchanges were
attempted every 120 steps. The conventional
MD simulation was run for 4.8 µs. All the simu-
lations (RECT, Hdih-REMD, and conventional
MD) correspond to the same total simulated
time.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the collective
variables used for the tetranucleotide simulation. For
each nucleotide, the labeled dihedral angles and the
minimum distance between each nucleobase center of
mass and the other three nucleobases were biased.

Analysis
Dihedral entropy

As the bias compensates the underlying free en-
ergy the probability distribution of the biased
CVs is partially flattened. The main CVs used
in our method are dihedrals angles. To quan-
tify the effect of the Hamiltonian modifications
on the angle distributions one-dimensional en-
tropies (S1d) were estimated. The calculation
procedure was equivalent to the one used in
ref56 to evaluate the configurational entropy as-
sociated with soft degrees of freedom in pro-
teins. We employed wrapped Gaussian ker-
nels to estimate the histogram profile of each
dihedral. Histograms were calculated with
PLUMED 2.0. For all the distributions the
bandwidth for the kernel density estimation was
set to 0.017 rad. We underline that using this
definition we only evaluate the flatness of the
individual one-dimensional distributions, and
cross-correlation between CVs is ignored.

RNA conformations

RNA conformations were classified according
to the combination of the � angle rotameric

6

GACC tetranucleotide

Amber99-chiOL#

TIP-3P water%

GROMACS 4.6$
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Figure S.8: Time series and histograms of the 32 torsion angles biased during the RECT simulation
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tions.26,55 A RECT simulation was performed
using 16 replicas simulated for 300 ns each.
The � ladder was chosen in the range from 1
to 4 following again a geometric distribution.
The initial structures for the H-REMD were
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sition stage of the WT-MetaD. Other details
of the simulation protocol were chosen as for
the previous system. As depicted in Fig. 1, for
each residue the dihedrals of the nucleic acid
backbone (↵, �, ✏, �, & ), together with the
pseudo-dihedrals angles of the ribose ring (✓1
and ✓2) and the glycosidic torsion angle (�)
were chosen as CVs. To help the free rota-
tion of the nucleotide heterocyclic base around
the glycosidic bond, the minimum distance be-
tween the center of mass of each base with
the other three bases was also biased. For the
WT-MetaD we used the same parameters as in
the previous system. Gaussian width for the
minimum distance between bases was chosen
equal to 0.05 nm.

Also for this system a Hdih-REMD and a plain
MD simulation were performed in addition to
the RECT. In the case of Hdih-REMD we used
24 replicas with scaling factors � ranging from
1 to 0.25, so as to cover the same range of the
� values chosen for the RECT. The simulation
length was 200 ns per replica. Exchanges were
attempted every 120 steps. The conventional
MD simulation was run for 4.8 µs. All the simu-
lations (RECT, Hdih-REMD, and conventional
MD) correspond to the same total simulated
time.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the collective
variables used for the tetranucleotide simulation. For
each nucleotide, the labeled dihedral angles and the
minimum distance between each nucleobase center of
mass and the other three nucleobases were biased.

Analysis
Dihedral entropy

As the bias compensates the underlying free en-
ergy the probability distribution of the biased
CVs is partially flattened. The main CVs used
in our method are dihedrals angles. To quan-
tify the effect of the Hamiltonian modifications
on the angle distributions one-dimensional en-
tropies (S1d) were estimated. The calculation
procedure was equivalent to the one used in
ref56 to evaluate the configurational entropy as-
sociated with soft degrees of freedom in pro-
teins. We employed wrapped Gaussian ker-
nels to estimate the histogram profile of each
dihedral. Histograms were calculated with
PLUMED 2.0. For all the distributions the
bandwidth for the kernel density estimation was
set to 0.017 rad. We underline that using this
definition we only evaluate the flatness of the
individual one-dimensional distributions, and
cross-correlation between CVs is ignored.

RNA conformations

RNA conformations were classified according
to the combination of the � angle rotameric
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Relative stability of rotamers

Figure 6: Estimated free energies for the tetranu-
cleotide conformations clustered according to the �
angle anti/syn rotameric combinations (circles). Free
energies are computed as �kBT logPi, where Pi is
the normalized population of each cluster on the in-
dicated replica. Grey boxes represent relative pop-
ulations higher than 1%. Confidence intervals are
shown as bars and span the range [�kBT log(Pi +

�Pi),�kBT log(Pi ��Pi)], where �Pi is the stan-
dard deviation of the average Pi as obtained from
four blocks. Clusters which are observed in only one
of the four blocks have an infinite upper bound.

vorably with both conventional MD and Hdih-
REMD. Results from both dALA and tetranu-
cleotide simulations show that the bias poten-
tials constructed with concurrent WT-MetaD
are able to gradually scale the free-energy bar-
riers. We notice that only barriers in the one-
dimensional free-energy profiles are compen-
sated, which means that some regions in the
multidimensional space of all the CVs might
not be explored. In principle this could hide
some important minima that would never be
observed. We did not observe this problem in
the applications presented here.

The second application on which we tested
RECT, namely conformational sampling of
a tetranucleotide, is particularly challeng-
ing. The conformational space of these small
RNA molecules is not constrained by Watson-
Crick pairings and ergodic sampling is out of
reach of conventional MD simulations.26,55 So
far, converged ensembles have been obtained
only trough highly expensive multidimensional
REMD simulations, corresponding to a total
simulated time of several tens of µs.18,27 One of
the reasons for this difficult convergence is the
long relaxation time for the anti to syn transi-
tions, which could be additionally hindered by
an incorrect force-field description of base-base
stacking and base-solvent interactions.58

Fig. 6 illustrates the ability of RECT to ac-
celerate conformational transitions among the
� angle anti/syn rotamers. Although the con-
formational space of the more biased replicas
is highly expanded, the convergence in the un-
biased replica is not affected. On the con-
trary the method facilitates the sampling of gly-
cosidic rotamer conformations that otherwise
would not be explored by MD simulations of
the same overall length. We finally remark that
our procedure can be combined with weighted
histogram60 so as to include the statistics of the
biased replicas.

Comparison with related state-of-
the-art methods
RECT is based on the idea of building a
replica ladder where a large set of selected
CVs is progressively heated. CVs are heated

10
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long MD

Replica 1
(unbiased)

Replica 16
(biased)

16x300ns (in parallel)
better than 4800ns (long MD)
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Take home message

PLUMED: an open source plugin for molecular dynamics

A posteriori/on-the-fly analysis of MD

Many CVs and biasing methods (metadynamics et al)

Compatible with several MD engines

http://www.plumed-code.org
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PLUMED+VMD (GUI)

http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd
Giorgino, CPC (2014) - see http://github.com/tonigi/vmd_plumed
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Supported MD codes

GROMACS - fast, tuned for biomolecules, open source
NAMD - fast, tuned for biomolecules, scalable
LAMMPS - very general and scalable, open source
QuantumESPRESSO - DFT, open source
AMBER/sander, many force methods (QMMM, semi-empirical,...)

+ some code has PLUMED support out-of-the-box

PLUMED is a library with a documented API
thus, you can easily add your own code!

http://www.gromacs.org
http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/namd

http://lammps.sandia.gov
http://www.quantum-espresso.org

http://ambermd.org
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Molecular Dynamics

Classical empirical force field:
•Chemically motivated interactions
•Atomistic detail
•Water and ions explicitly modeled
•No polarization, no chemical reactions

Large computers required
5-100 ns/day
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Open source philosophy 

Do you want to contribute:
- reaction coordinates?
- free energy methods?
- source code cleaning?
- write documentation?
- port to other MD code?
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Open source philosophy 

Do you want to contribute:
- reaction coordinates?
- free energy methods?
- source code cleaning?
- write documentation?
- port to other MD code?

Your code will be available for free, forever (also to you!)

Your method/coordinate will be usable by many people immediately

*this is good for citations, too!

*
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GPUs (gromacs)

MD PL

MD
fCPU

PL

MD
fGPU

MD
move

Load balancing shifts load to GPU
when PLUMED is too expensive
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